
Homily  

 

Of hands 

In Edo cosmology and religious worldview, there are two parts of the human 

anatomy that are considered objects of religious devotion and ritual veneration. 

The first is the head. For obvious reasons, the head is considered the source of 

being. Everything begins at and devolves from the head, and when death strikes, 

it strikes at the head. And so, we say, “Uhun gha fian, ikinegbe khian òrhiaè.” A 

body without head is useless. Or, “Uwu ma gb’uhun ò gha rhu èrhu Ipotoki.” As 

long as your head is alive, you will prosper. A person’s destiny is vested in their 

head. To protect one’s head is to protect one’s life. For us, this is a significant 

religious duty. 

The second object of ritual veneration is the hand. In Edo cosmology, the hand is 

a symbol of industry, creativity, self-reliance, enterprise and prosperity. When 

the hand dies, the consequences could be calamitous. And so we have names like 

“Obòaguina” – invest in your hands; “Obòzogie,” “Obòzuhiomwen” – the hand 

is the source of joy, pride, dignity and prosperity. Even the book of Proverbs says 

as much: “Lazy hands bring poverty, but hard-working hands lead to wealth” 

(10:4). On your hand depend your chances of survival and success in life. “E 

n’obò gbe” or “withered hands” is a curse reserved for a complete failure in life. 

There are designated rituals to protect and strengthen one’s hands. And a blessing 

is received with and in one’s hands. 

 

This is not a homily about the human anatomy. As I think about it, the religious 

worldview that I am describing is perhaps one that Jesus of Nazareth would have 

understood. Coming face to face with this unidentified man with a withered hand, 

Jesus understood what was at stake. This wasn’t going to be just another 

miraculous intervention. A withered hand was a blemish on this man’s dignity 



and pride; an impediment to his industry and self-reliance; and an obstacle to his 

prosperity and progress. In Benin we would have called him “E n’obò gbe”. 

Jesus saw and understood so much more than his detractors were willing or 

capable of seeing. So, where the religious authorities saw infraction of rules, Jesus 

saw denial of dignity. Where the puritanical class of Pharisees saw violation of 

ritual purity, Jesus saw an opportunity to restore the sanctity and integrity of 

human life. Where the religious police sought to make an example of external 

observance of the law, Jesus made a statement of the true purpose and intent of 

faith, ritual and worship. 

 

If all this still seems a little too distant and abstract, perhaps we could think of 

this man with a withered hand as a metaphor or symbol for everything in our life 

that has become cold, hardened and lifeless. Is it a waning faith, a flagging love, 

or diminishing hope? Perhaps it is courage grown dim, a sagging confidence, a 

drooping spirit or crippling doubt. It could even be a significant relationship gone 

cold. Put yourself in this man’s shoes and hear anew the voice of Jesus: Stretch 

out your hand! Let God revive everything within and about us that is withered; 

let God restore us to the wholeness and dignity that truly befit us as daughters and 

sons of God. As Jesus reminds the Pharisees, God’s gift to us is life and goodness, 

not destruction and evil. It doesn’t matter what day of the week! 

 

What Jesus says to us today, is what he said to the man with a withered hand: 

Stretch out your hand. Stretch out any withered part of your life to the author of 

life! Take this opportunity to live again! 


